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Feature Selection and Activity Recognition
System Using a Single Triaxial Accelerometer
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Abstract—Activity recognition is required in various applica-4
tions such as medical monitoring and rehabilitation. Previously5
developed activity recognition systems utilizing triaxial accelerom-6
eters have provided mixed results, with subject-to-subject variabil-7
ity. This paper presents an accurate activity recognition system8
utilizing a body worn wireless accelerometer, to be used in the real-9
life application of patient monitoring. The algorithm utilizes data10
from a single, waist-mounted triaxial accelerometer to classify gait11
events into six daily living activities and transitional events. The12
accelerometer can be worn at any location around the circumfer-13
ence of the waist, thereby reducing user training. Feature selection14
is performed using Relief-F and sequential forward floating search15
(SFFS) from a range of previously published features, as well as16
new features, are introduced in this paper. Relevant and robust fea-17
tures that are insensitive to the positioning of accelerometer around18
the waist are selected. SFFS selected almost half the number of fea-19
tures in comparison to Relief-F and provided higher accuracy than20
Relief-F. Activity classification is performed using Naı̈ve Bayes and21
k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and the results are compared. Activity22
recognition results on seven subjects with leave-one-person-out er-23
ror estimates show an overall accuracy of about 98% for both the24
classifiers. Accuracy for each of the individual activity is also more25
than 95%.26

Index Terms—Accelerometer, activity recognition, detrended27
fluctuation analysis (DFA), error estimates, feature selection, k-28
nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier, leave-one-person-out (LOO) er-29
ror, Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, Relief-F algorithm, sequential forward30
floating search (SFFS) wrapper algorithm..

Q1
31

I. INTRODUCTION32

FALLS are a major problem associated with old age. Falls33

can force elderly people to depend on others, severely af-34

fecting their quality of life. Therefore, it is important to develop35

a technology that can monitor gait of elderly people that looks36

for precursors to falls. Lack of physical activity and loss of37

muscle strength is often associated with falls [1]. Therefore, a38

cost-effective system is needed that can investigate the relation-39

ship between probability of fall with the fitness and total count of40
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daily living activities of the elderly person. The first step in this 41

direction is to develop an autonomous system that can classify 42

a gait data-set into different daily living activities. Moreover, 43

with such a system, elderly people (and caregivers/medical per- 44

sonnel) can keep track of the level of activities being performed 45

by them on a regular basis. 46

Some of the gerontology literature investigates the associa- 47

tion of level of daily living activities with the occurrences of falls 48

in elderly population. Graafmans et al. [2] and Smee et al. [3] 49

related levels of daily physical activities performed by elderly 50

population to the falls. Graafmans et al. [2] utilized validated 51

questionnaires to collect falls and daily activity level data on 52

694 elderly subjects. The study concluded that the elderly peo- 53

ple with the highest activity level had significantly lower risk of 54

falls. Moreover, Smee et al. [3] concluded in a study on 32 inde- 55

pendent living elderly people that lower physical functionality 56

was strongly (independent of age) related to greater risk of falls. 57

Therefore, a lot of time and money has been invested world-wide 58

by different organizations, both public and private, to classify 59

activities of daily living (ADL) and fall detection. A number of 60

systems have been proposed and sometimes tested [4]–[27]. A 61

few of these systems are discussed in this section to allow our 62

proposed system to be put in context. 63

Bao and Intille [4] utilized 5 biaxial accelerometers, worn on 64

different parts of the body, to classify 20 different ADL. Four 65

features were calculated specifically for each axis (mean, energy, 66

frequency-domain entropy, and correlation of acceleration data) 67

and different classifiers were tested. Data from 20 subjects was 68

used for the experiments and the best performance of 84% was 69

obtained using decision tree classifiers. The system provided a 70

strong case for detection of ADL. However, the limitations are 71

the number of accelerometers that can be used on one’s body and 72

the need of accelerometers to be put in a prescribed orientation. 73

Khan et al. [5], [6] utilized a single triaxial accelerometer 74

to distinguish between the different ADL. In [5], a triaxial ac- 75

celerometer was attached to the chest of the user in a particular 76

orientation and was able to classify fifteen activities with an av- 77

erage accuracy of 97.9%. However, when the system was tested 78

with the sensor at five different positions, the accuracy of the 79

system was reduced to 47%. In [6], a new system is proposed 80

which can detect activities irrespective of the position of the 81

sensor with an accuracy of 94.4%. However, all of the tran- 82

sitional activities (sit-to-stand, etc.) were excluded from these 83

newer experiments. 84

He et al. [7], [8] utilized a single, triaxial accelerometer in 85

various body locations in an orientation independent setting. 86

The paper identifies four different activities as walking, run- 87

ning, jumping and being still (stationary). The system reports 88
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97.51% of overall accuracy in identifying the four activities.89

However, the system did not include any transition states in the90

experiments.91

Atallah et al. [9] utilized six wearable accelerometers, in ad-92

dition to the ear-worn activity recognition sensor (e-AR), at93

different body positions to evaluate the best sensor position and94

relevant features. Filter-based feature selection approaches: Re-95

lief [28], Simba [29], and minimum redundancy maximum rel-96

evance (mRMR) [30], were evaluated for selecting the features97

for each sensor. k-Nearest neighbor (k-NN) (with k = 1, 5, and98

7) and Bayesian classifier were tested for activity classification.99

The activities were classified into five broad groups as: very100

low level, low level, medium level, high level, and transitional101

activities. Outcomes of the three feature selection algorithms102

were relatively similar, as were the classification performance103

of k-NN (k = 5 and 7) and Bayesian classifier. However, results104

showed that none of the sensor positions, in isolation, could105

provide high precision and recall for all the groups.106

More systems have been proposed for monitoring the gait of107

an individual to determine falls and the daily living activities,108

some of which are listed in [10]–[27]. However, most of these109

systems require accelerometers to be in a particular orientation110

and position on the human body or else exclude transitional111

events such as sit-to-stand, stand-to-kneel-to-stand, etc.112

This study is focused on utilizing minimum number of sen-113

sors and analyzing data from young, age-matched subjects to114

determine if data corresponding to different physical activities115

tends to form different clusters. This study uses feature selec-116

tion algorithms to carefully select the best features, from a range117

of newly developed features and previously published features,118

such that the new system is independent of the accelerome-119

ter position around the waist. The paper proposes an activity120

recognition system that requires less training of the user and,121

therefore, is a step towards utilizing it in a more realistic envi-122

ronment. Moreover, our study aims to classify the transitional123

events in ADLs.124

II. SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND OVERVIEW125

A. Belt-Clip Accelerometer126

A MEMS triaxial accelerometer is used to measure acceler-127

ation in three orthogonal directions at all times. This research128

utilizes a custom made belt-clip device that can be easily worn129

at waist level on a belt. A Freescale MMA7260 accelerometer130

is used in the belt-clip device to report acceleration in the range131

of ±4.0 g. The belt-clip is 15 cm × 11 cm × 4.5 cm in size and132

weighs about 100 g. The belt-clip accelerometer sampled data133

at a sampling rate of 126 Hz during this experiment. The belt-134

clip accelerometer transmits nine ZigBee packets in one second135

(each containing 14 time-stamped samples). These packets are136

de-packaged at the server into individual samples as they are re-137

ceived. Consistent sampling allows time and frequency domain138

analysis. Previous research studies have demonstrated that hu-139

man movements can be modeled by signals at and below 18 Hz.140

Therefore, a sampling rate of 126 Hz was considered to be more141

than sufficient.142

Fig. 1. Belt-clip triaxial accelerometer.

Fig. 2. Gateway provided by AT&T Labs.

Fig. 3. Graphical depiction of experimental setup.

The belt-clip accelerometer, as shown in Fig. 1, utilizes 143

ZigBee protocol for wireless communication to the gateway. 144

The belt clip is supported by a rechargeable battery which lasts 145

a couple of days before requiring recharge. The belt-clip has a 146

battery indicator and is a preproduction prototype model to be 147

used for geriatric gait study in this research project. 148

B. AT&T Gateway 149

An AT&T supplied Actuarius gateway converts a message 150

received in ZigBee protocol to User Datagram Protocol (UDP). 151

ZigBee protocol is used by the accelerometers for sending the 152

data to the gateway. Once received by the gateway, the data 153

packets are sent to the server side processing unit utilizing UDP 154

protocol. The gateway is shown in Fig. 2. The complete system 155

implementation is shown in Fig. 3. 156

C. MATLAB 157

MATLAB was used to record and analyze the data on the 158

server. Each activity of each individual was recorded in a sep- 159

arate spreadsheet file and labeled so as to be used to calculate 160

training or test vectors later. 161
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Fig. 4. Positions of three belt-clip accelerometers for feature selection.

Algorithm development for the activity recognition system162

was done in two steps. The first step identifies and selects fea-163

tures that can reliably classify activities irrespective of where164

the belt-clip is worn on the waist. The second step was to train165

and test those features using two separate classifiers (k-NN and166

Naı̈ve Bayes) and evaluate the error estimates from data on more167

diverse subjects. The following sections explain the feature se-168

lection process followed by the activity recognition experiment169

and its results.170

III. FEATURE SELECTION171

A. Experimental Setup for Feature Selection172

Data were collected in an area that consisted of a room and a173

small corridor closely resembling an apartment/home or office174

setting. Data were collected on two young healthy subjects, one175

male and one female, aged 28 years with no walking impair-176

ment. Subjects were asked to wear three triaxial accelerome-177

ters at their waist at three different positions. All the belt-clip178

accelerometers were tested before the experiments (on turn-179

table/pendulum) for noise, repeatability and reproducibility to180

ensure the data from the three independent belt-clips are con-181

sistent. Positions of the triaxial accelerometers on the waist are182

shown in Fig. 4. This was done to ensure that the data for the183

same activity is simultaneously collected by three accelerom-184

eters having different orientation for their X and Z axes with185

respect to the human body. Therefore, if the set of final selected186

features are able to correctly identify activities from all three187

accelerometers independently, the accuracy of the features can188

be said to not depend on the location of the belt-clip around189

the waist. The design of the belt-clip accelerometer, when worn190

on belt at the waist, allows the Y -axis of the accelerometers191

to mostly align with the vertical direction (longitudinal axis)192

of human motion. Though there might be some minor tilt with193

respect to the Y -axis when a user wears it on his/her belt, the194

features selected are expected to be robust enough to accurately195

recognize the gait event.196

B. Data Setup and Feature Computation197

Two subjects were asked to perform six activities (includ-198

ing transitional events) namely walking, jumping, running, sit-199

to-stand/stand-to-sit, stand-to-kneel-to-stand, and being station-200

ary (sitting or standing at one place). Standing-to-kneeling-to-201

standing is to simulate the instances when a user is putting202

down or picking up an object from the ground. The two sub-203

TABLE I
INITIAL SET OF FEATURES FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION

jects performed all the daily living activities at comfortable, yet 204

varied speeds and manners such that a more diverse data can 205

be collected to select the best features possible. The accelera- 206

tion data signals are segmented into windows of 6 s each with 207

a 50% overlap between two consecutive windows. Therefore, 208

every decision made about the activity is for the duration of 209

the six seconds window. Previous literatures have utilized win- 210

dow sizes ranging from 2 s to 6.7 s for the purposes of activity 211

detection [4]–[27]. Since the transitional events have variable 212

completion/execution time, a longer window size (6 s) was cho- 213

sen such that even the slowest of the stand-to-kneel-to-stand 214

or stand-to-sit events performed in the experiments are com- 215

pletely contained in a window. Moreover, prior work published 216

in [4] has demonstrated success with 50% overlap in windows. It 217

should be noted that the stand-to-sit/sit-to-stand transitions and 218

standing-to-kneeling-to-standing events were not performed in 219

isolation. The user was also walking before or after performing 220

these tasks to simulate a more realistic scenario. Even though 221

the 6 s window that entirely contained the transitional event was 222

kept and labeled appropriately into sit-to-stand or standing-to- 223

kneeling-to-standing, there were instances when the window of 224

transitional event data contained some part due to walking, too. 225

A large set of features were calculated using the raw accel- 226

erations recorded during the activity. Some of these features 227

are previously shown to be effective for activity recognition in 228

the published literature. However, according to our best knowl- 229

edge, some of the unique features presented in this paper have 230

not been used previously for activity recognition using a triaxial 231

accelerometer. These features will be explained in more detail 232

in this paper, whereas references are provided for the more com- 233

monly used/cited features. A list of all the features is provided 234

in Table I. All the features were evaluated for the longitudinal 235

axis (Y –vertical), resultant acceleration (X−Y −Z), and for the 236

acceleration in horizontal (X−Z) plane. 237

The details of mean trend, windowed mean difference, vari- 238

ance trend, detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) coefficient, 239

and uncorrelated energy are given below. These newly evalu- 240

ated features were intuitively discovered and included since we 241

need a high accuracy for transitional events from activities like 242

walking and being stationary (sitting or standing). As mentioned 243

before, the 6 s sample of transitional event might contain some 244
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data corresponding to walking or being stationary that followed245

or preceded the transitional event. In such cases, energy, en-246

tropy, mean and variance of these samples were expected and247

observed to be closer to those of walking or being stationary.248

Therefore, following new features were developed which will249

break this 6-s data into smaller windows and analyze it to capture250

the transitions.251

1) Mean Trend and Windowed Mean Difference: The 6 s252

long acceleration series is further divided into 12 windows (0.5 s253

each) with no overlap. The mean of each of these 0.5 s windows254

is calculated and subtracted from the mean of the succeeding255

window. Therefore, a trend of mean (slope) for every half second256

is found for the entire 6 s window. The sum of absolute values257

of these slopes is calculated to be a feature called mean trend.258

μT =
12∑

i=2

(|μi − μi−1 |).

Also, the mean of each of these 0.5 s windows is subtracted259

from the overall mean of the 6 s data. The sum of absolute260

values of these distances is called the windowed mean difference261

feature262

μD =
12∑

i=1

(|μ − μi |).

2) Variance Trend and Windowed Variance Difference:263

Variance trend and windowed variance difference is computed264

similarly to the mean trend and windowed mean difference,265

except variance is calculated instead of mean for each of the266

windows267

σT 2 =
12∑

i=2

( ∣∣σ2
i − σ2

i−1

∣∣ )

268

σD2 =
12∑

i=1

(∣∣σ2 − σ2
i

∣∣) .

3) DFA Coefficient: DFAs [31] provide us with a method-269

ology to examine long-range correlation of a time series data.270

While DFA does not account for spurious correlations intro-271

duced by external nonstationary trends, it investigates fluctu-272

ations from the linear local trends. DFA leads to the value of273

alpha (α) that can be used to examine the relationship between274

the amount of fluctuations in a subset of a time series to the275

length of the subset [26]. An uncorrelated time series such as276

white noise will have a value of 0.5 for the alpha. An alpha277

value of less than 0.5 indicates that the fluctuations in one direc-278

tion are likely to be followed by the fluctuations in the opposite279

direction. An alpha value more than 0.5 reflects self-similarity280

such that the fluctuations at one time scale are similar to the281

fluctuations at the other time scale.282

To perform DFA and compute the scaling exponent α of283

a time series given by x(i) (where i = 1, 2, . . . , N ), the time284

series should first be integrated [32]285

y (k) =
k∑

i=1

x (i) − x̄, k = 1, 2, . . . , N.

Once the integrated time series y(k) is evaluated, it is divided 286

it into N /n boxes of equal length (n) with no overlap. Then, a 287

best-fit local trend yn is fitted onto the each box. Calculate the 288

average fluctuations F (n) by the following equation: 289

F (n) =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑

i=1

[y (i) − yn (i)]2 .

The same procedure is repeated for different box sizes and 290

the average fluctuations F (nm ) as per different scales is eval- 291

uated. As deviations becomes larger with the time scale, F (n) 292

is expected to increase with the increase of box sizes n. After 293

plotting log F (ni) with respect to log ni , the value of α can be 294

estimated by the slope of the least squares fitted line [32]. 295

4) X−Z Energy Uncorrelated: Energy of X- and Z-axis 296

accelerations (Ex and Ez ) are calculated and added together. 297

Cross-correlation factor (rxz ) is calculated between the X- and 298

Z-axis acceleration series. Then, X–Z energy uncorrelated is 299

found, shown as follows: 300

EUxz = 2 ∗ (Ex + Ez ) − rxz ∗ (Ex + Ez ).

5) Maximum Difference Acceleration: Difference between 301

maximum and minimum acceleration experienced on each axis 302

(dx, dy, and dz) during the 6 s window is calculated [10]. Dif- Q2303

ference acceleration for the Y –axis (dAy = dy) is considered 304

as one feature. The other features are simply calculated for the 305

X–Z plane and the X−Y −Z space as [10] 306

dAx,z =
√

(dx2 + dz2) and
dAx,y ,z =

√
(dx2 + dy2 + dz2).

C. Feature Selection 307

A total of 31 features were computed for the 6 s win- 308

dow of data from each triaxial accelerometer. Two people 309

performed all six activities of walking, running, jumping, 310

standing-to-kneeling-to-standing, sitting-to-standing/standing- 311

to-sitting, and being stationary (sitting/standing). Since tran- 312

sitional activities, standing-to-kneeling-to-standing and sitting- 313

to-standing/standing-to-sitting, are single events rather than 314

continuously performed activities, the number of samples for 315

these two gait events is lower than the other four activities. 316

Feature selection was performed in filter-based approach using 317

Relief-F [28], [33], and Wrapper-based approach using a vari- 318

ant of sequential forward floating search (SFFS) [34]. k-NN 319

(10 neighbors) and Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers were utilized for 320

error estimation. Moreover, since different features are on dif- 321

ferent scales, all the features were normalized to obtain best 322

results for k-NN. This ensures equal weight to all the potential 323

features, while using k-NN classifier. 324

1) Filter-Based Feature Selection Using Relief-F: Kira and 325

Rendell [28] came up with a Relief algorithm in 1992 for a gen- 326

eral problem with a high number of features. Kononenko [33] 327

improved the basic Relief algorithm, into Relief-F, by improv- 328

ing noise immunity and introducing support for multi-class 329

problems. The Relief and Relief-F algorithms use a statistical 330

approach rather than heuristic search for finding the feature 331

subset. Relief-F provides a relevance weight to each of the 332
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TABLE II
RESULTS FROM FEATURE SELECTION USING RELIEF-F

potential feature and the ones above a set relevance threshold333

are selected.334

In our approach, we determined the threshold as the num-335

ber of features that provide best resubstitution accuracy with336

the classifiers. For evaluating resubstitution accuracy, the same337

dataset is used for training and testing purposes. The features338

were sorted according to their relevance in decreasing order.339

The most relevant feature was first added and resubstitution er-340

ror on the given data-set was found using k-NN and Naı̈ve Bayes341

classifiers. Then, the next relevant features were added one by342

one and resubstitution error was calculated each time until all343

the 31 features were added. Now, the least number of features344

that provided minimum resubstitution errors were selected. The345

minimum resubstitution error and number of features selected346

for each of k-NN and Naı̈ve Bayes classifier using Relief-F is347

shown in Table II. The errors are out of 1740 samples calculated348

for the two subjects.349

2) Wrapper-Based Feature Selection Using SFFS: The350

Wrapper-based approach for feature selection has certain ad-351

vantages and disadvantages over the filter-based approach. The352

filtering methodology is based on data processing and data fil-353

tering and does not use a particular classification approach as354

a standard. Therefore, they are more generalized features and355

can be implemented using any of the classification systems.356

However, the Wrapper approach uses a classification scheme as357

a wrapper around which the whole feature selection is carried358

out. The features that provide high accuracy when included in359

the learning scheme of the wrapper are picked in the subset.360

Though they have poor generalization across different learn-361

ing methods and are computationally expensive, they tend to362

provide higher accuracy than the filter-based approaches.363

Our implementation of SFFS approach starts with an empty364

set for the desired selected features “X.” The features are to be365

selected from a larger set of features “S.” Let’s say the most366

significant feature in S, with respect to X, is the one which367

provides the least resubstitution error when included in the X.368

At each iteration, the most significant feature in S is included369

into X if its inclusion does not increase the resubstitution error.370

Similarly, the least significant feature in X is found and removed371

if its exclusion helps improve the accuracy. Moreover, if there372

is a tie between two or more features to be the most significant373

feature in S, the one having higher weight from Relief-F is se-374

lected. Also, since special conditions are required to prevent the375

SFFS algorithm from getting into an infinite loop, resubstitu-376

tion error and the new set of X after each iteration was verified.377

If the error became zero, the desired X has been selected and,378

therefore, the program can safely be terminated. However, if379

the error is not zero, but the set X before and after iteration is380

equal, the program has reached its limit for the dataset and the381

resulted X can be assumed to be the most optimum set for the382

TABLE III
RESULTS FROM FEATURE SELECTION USING SFFS

TABLE IV
FINAL FEATURES SELECTED FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION USING SFFS

given implementation. Therefore, this is the final selected set of 383

features and the program should be safely terminated. 384

Our SFFS implementation was carried out twice using Naı̈ve 385

Bayes and k-NN, respectively. The minimum resubstitution er- 386

ror and number of features selected for each of k-NN and Naı̈ve 387

Bayes classifier using SFFS is shown in Table III. 388

Clearly, SFFS provided much better estimates for resubsti- 389

tution error at less than half the number of features as com- 390

pared to Relief-F-based filtering. Even though k-NN performed 391

marginally better than the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, the perfor- 392

mance of the two classifiers is considered to be equal and, there- 393

fore, both the classifiers are evaluated for activity recognition in 394

multiple subjects using their correspondingly selected features. 395

The features selected by SFFS for NB and k-NN are given in 396

Table IV. 397

It is interesting to note that the mean trend, windowed mean 398

difference, and DFA coefficients for one or more axis were 399

included as relevant features by both the classifiers. The prefer- 400

ence in inclusion of these features over overall mean and energy 401

proved that our hypothesis for further breaking the windows is 402

justified. 403

IV. ACTIVITY RECOGNITION 404

Once the feature set and classifier is known for a classification 405

problem, the system requires training and a testing dataset for 406

evaluating the efficacy of features in a more practical scenario. 407

The feature validation and, therefore, activity recognition was 408

performed on data from seven subjects. 409

A. Experimental Setup for Activity Recognition 410

Data were collected in the same area where data were col- 411

lected on the two subjects for the feature selection process. Data 412

were collected on seven young healthy subjects, including the 413

two previously recruited subjects, between 22 and 28 years of 414

age with no walking impairment. Subjects were asked to wear 415

the triaxial accelerometer at their waist. No specific instructions 416

were given about how to wear the accelerometer and where ex- 417

actly around the waist it should be worn. Each subject was asked 418

to perform the six previously mentioned activities. All individ- 419

uals conducted these activities in their own preferred speed for 420

about 2–3 min each. 421

Different individuals wore the accelerometer on different po- 422

sitions around the waist. It was also interesting to note during 423
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TABLE V
ACCURACY IN CLASSIFICATION FOR INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES

TABLE VI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION USING NB

the experiment that the left handed individuals (2 out of 7) wore424

the sensor on the left side of the waist whereas right handed in-425

dividuals wore it on the right side. Though this behavior might426

not be true for the entire left-handed and right-handed popu-427

lation, we expect our algorithm to eliminate any errors due to428

difference in positions of accelerometer around the waist and,429

therefore, reduce the training and efforts of the real subjects.430

B. Feature Computation and Activity Classification431

Hereby, all the feature vectors are calculated separately for432

NB classifier and k-NN classifier. Since data were collected on433

seven individuals, the leave-one-person-out (LOO) strategy was434

used to train and classify the daily living activities. Therefore,435

data collected on six individuals was used to train the system436

and then the system was tested by classifying the data of the437

seventh individual accordingly. This was repeated seven times438

until data from all the individuals was classified.439

V. RESULTS440

The results from the activity recognition on seven subjects441

showed high accuracy for all the activities. Samples or feature442

vectors computed on seven subjects totaled to be 2026. The443

overall accuracy of the system was about 98% from both the444

classifiers. The result for each individual activity using the LOO445

error estimation is provided in Table V for both the classifiers.446

Classification results showed accuracy of more than 95% for all447

the activities.448

Tables VI and VII show the confusion matrix of activity clas-449

sification using k-NN and Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers, respectively.450

The system showed excellent classification results for all of the451

activities considered in this experiment. As per the confusion452

matrix, there were misclassifications of jumping into running,453

and vice versa, for both the classifiers. The system misclassified454

TABLE VII
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION USING k-NN

(10 NEIGHBORS)

four samples each from transitional events, and stand-to-kneel- 455

to-stand into walking for the k-NN classifier. The reason for this 456

is due to the fact that these events were not performed in isola- 457

tion but added with walking as explained in Section III. Since 458

the window size is fixed at 6 s, the windows of the transitional 459

gait event also contained the walking movement of the subject 460

prior to or after the transition is over. Therefore, at times when 461

the transition is completed very quickly, there is a good portion 462

of the windowed data that includes data from walking. Even 463

though the new features performed well in classifying them 464

correctly, 3%–4% samples were still misclassified. 465

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 466

Even though the activities were performed by different in- 467

dividuals at different speed and style, it was observed that the 468

system can classify different activities with high accuracy. The 469

system, thus, provides a foundation towards a more robust sys- 470

tem that will require minimum training of the users and provide 471

least errors due to orientation and positioning offsets. The over- 472

all accuracy of the system is 98%; however, the future work 473

requires testing on more subjects. 474

Moreover, both the classifiers, k-NN classifier (10 neighbors) 475

and Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, provided high accuracy and com- 476

parable results for their respective feature sets. It was shown 477

that different classifiers work better with different features for 478

activity recognition and, therefore, wrapper-based feature selec- 479

tion might provide better results than the filter-based approach. 480

Though there are some commonly used features for activity 481

classification using accelerometers in previously published lit- 482

erature, this paper introduces more features that are shown to 483

be relevant for the activity recognition. Mean trend, windowed 484

mean difference, energy uncorrelated, and DFA are introduced 485

as features showing good results for activity classification. These 486

features were chosen ahead of other popular features, energy and 487

mean, by feature selection algorithms. 488

The system showed excellent results in LOO test scenario 489

for seven different young healthy subjects performing activities 490

in their own preferred manner. However, it will be interesting 491

to analyze results on more diverse population. Furthermore, 492

the system can be utilized to perform further investigations in 493

the differences in ADL between elderly and young subjects or 494

people with different weights. It is likely that different training 495

sets are required for people in different age groups or weight 496

groups. Moreover, since the feature vectors and classifiers are 497
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known, it will be an interesting exercise to evaluate if 6 s (and498

50% overlap) is an optimum window length or if the results499

for transitional events can be improved, without compromising500

accuracy of other activities, by reducing the size of the window.501

The system can also be used in monitoring elderly people.502

This may help to better understand the events prior to the falling503

cases when the elderly fell while unattended. It may also help504

relate the falls in the elderly people to the amount of activi-505

ties performed by them on a daily basis. Furthermore, it might506

help quantify the amount of activities that are required by an507

individual to reduce the chances of falling.508
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Feature Selection and Activity Recognition
System Using a Single Triaxial Accelerometer

1

2

Piyush Gupta∗ and Tim Dallas3

Abstract—Activity recognition is required in various applica-4
tions such as medical monitoring and rehabilitation. Previously5
developed activity recognition systems utilizing triaxial accelerom-6
eters have provided mixed results, with subject-to-subject variabil-7
ity. This paper presents an accurate activity recognition system8
utilizing a body worn wireless accelerometer, to be used in the real-9
life application of patient monitoring. The algorithm utilizes data10
from a single, waist-mounted triaxial accelerometer to classify gait11
events into six daily living activities and transitional events. The12
accelerometer can be worn at any location around the circumfer-13
ence of the waist, thereby reducing user training. Feature selection14
is performed using Relief-F and sequential forward floating search15
(SFFS) from a range of previously published features, as well as16
new features, are introduced in this paper. Relevant and robust fea-17
tures that are insensitive to the positioning of accelerometer around18
the waist are selected. SFFS selected almost half the number of fea-19
tures in comparison to Relief-F and provided higher accuracy than20
Relief-F. Activity classification is performed using Naı̈ve Bayes and21
k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and the results are compared. Activity22
recognition results on seven subjects with leave-one-person-out er-23
ror estimates show an overall accuracy of about 98% for both the24
classifiers. Accuracy for each of the individual activity is also more25
than 95%.26

Index Terms—Accelerometer, activity recognition, detrended27
fluctuation analysis (DFA), error estimates, feature selection, k-28
nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier, leave-one-person-out (LOO) er-29
ror, Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, Relief-F algorithm, sequential forward30
floating search (SFFS) wrapper algorithm..

Q1
31

I. INTRODUCTION32

FALLS are a major problem associated with old age. Falls33

can force elderly people to depend on others, severely af-34

fecting their quality of life. Therefore, it is important to develop35

a technology that can monitor gait of elderly people that looks36

for precursors to falls. Lack of physical activity and loss of37

muscle strength is often associated with falls [1]. Therefore, a38

cost-effective system is needed that can investigate the relation-39

ship between probability of fall with the fitness and total count of40
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daily living activities of the elderly person. The first step in this 41

direction is to develop an autonomous system that can classify 42

a gait data-set into different daily living activities. Moreover, 43

with such a system, elderly people (and caregivers/medical per- 44

sonnel) can keep track of the level of activities being performed 45

by them on a regular basis. 46

Some of the gerontology literature investigates the associa- 47

tion of level of daily living activities with the occurrences of falls 48

in elderly population. Graafmans et al. [2] and Smee et al. [3] 49

related levels of daily physical activities performed by elderly 50

population to the falls. Graafmans et al. [2] utilized validated 51

questionnaires to collect falls and daily activity level data on 52

694 elderly subjects. The study concluded that the elderly peo- 53

ple with the highest activity level had significantly lower risk of 54

falls. Moreover, Smee et al. [3] concluded in a study on 32 inde- 55

pendent living elderly people that lower physical functionality 56

was strongly (independent of age) related to greater risk of falls. 57

Therefore, a lot of time and money has been invested world-wide 58

by different organizations, both public and private, to classify 59

activities of daily living (ADL) and fall detection. A number of 60

systems have been proposed and sometimes tested [4]–[27]. A 61

few of these systems are discussed in this section to allow our 62

proposed system to be put in context. 63

Bao and Intille [4] utilized 5 biaxial accelerometers, worn on 64

different parts of the body, to classify 20 different ADL. Four 65

features were calculated specifically for each axis (mean, energy, 66

frequency-domain entropy, and correlation of acceleration data) 67

and different classifiers were tested. Data from 20 subjects was 68

used for the experiments and the best performance of 84% was 69

obtained using decision tree classifiers. The system provided a 70

strong case for detection of ADL. However, the limitations are 71

the number of accelerometers that can be used on one’s body and 72

the need of accelerometers to be put in a prescribed orientation. 73

Khan et al. [5], [6] utilized a single triaxial accelerometer 74

to distinguish between the different ADL. In [5], a triaxial ac- 75

celerometer was attached to the chest of the user in a particular 76

orientation and was able to classify fifteen activities with an av- 77

erage accuracy of 97.9%. However, when the system was tested 78

with the sensor at five different positions, the accuracy of the 79

system was reduced to 47%. In [6], a new system is proposed 80

which can detect activities irrespective of the position of the 81

sensor with an accuracy of 94.4%. However, all of the tran- 82

sitional activities (sit-to-stand, etc.) were excluded from these 83

newer experiments. 84

He et al. [7], [8] utilized a single, triaxial accelerometer in 85

various body locations in an orientation independent setting. 86

The paper identifies four different activities as walking, run- 87

ning, jumping and being still (stationary). The system reports 88

0018-9294 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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97.51% of overall accuracy in identifying the four activities.89

However, the system did not include any transition states in the90

experiments.91

Atallah et al. [9] utilized six wearable accelerometers, in ad-92

dition to the ear-worn activity recognition sensor (e-AR), at93

different body positions to evaluate the best sensor position and94

relevant features. Filter-based feature selection approaches: Re-95

lief [28], Simba [29], and minimum redundancy maximum rel-96

evance (mRMR) [30], were evaluated for selecting the features97

for each sensor. k-Nearest neighbor (k-NN) (with k = 1, 5, and98

7) and Bayesian classifier were tested for activity classification.99

The activities were classified into five broad groups as: very100

low level, low level, medium level, high level, and transitional101

activities. Outcomes of the three feature selection algorithms102

were relatively similar, as were the classification performance103

of k-NN (k = 5 and 7) and Bayesian classifier. However, results104

showed that none of the sensor positions, in isolation, could105

provide high precision and recall for all the groups.106

More systems have been proposed for monitoring the gait of107

an individual to determine falls and the daily living activities,108

some of which are listed in [10]–[27]. However, most of these109

systems require accelerometers to be in a particular orientation110

and position on the human body or else exclude transitional111

events such as sit-to-stand, stand-to-kneel-to-stand, etc.112

This study is focused on utilizing minimum number of sen-113

sors and analyzing data from young, age-matched subjects to114

determine if data corresponding to different physical activities115

tends to form different clusters. This study uses feature selec-116

tion algorithms to carefully select the best features, from a range117

of newly developed features and previously published features,118

such that the new system is independent of the accelerome-119

ter position around the waist. The paper proposes an activity120

recognition system that requires less training of the user and,121

therefore, is a step towards utilizing it in a more realistic envi-122

ronment. Moreover, our study aims to classify the transitional123

events in ADLs.124

II. SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND OVERVIEW125

A. Belt-Clip Accelerometer126

A MEMS triaxial accelerometer is used to measure acceler-127

ation in three orthogonal directions at all times. This research128

utilizes a custom made belt-clip device that can be easily worn129

at waist level on a belt. A Freescale MMA7260 accelerometer130

is used in the belt-clip device to report acceleration in the range131

of ±4.0 g. The belt-clip is 15 cm × 11 cm × 4.5 cm in size and132

weighs about 100 g. The belt-clip accelerometer sampled data133

at a sampling rate of 126 Hz during this experiment. The belt-134

clip accelerometer transmits nine ZigBee packets in one second135

(each containing 14 time-stamped samples). These packets are136

de-packaged at the server into individual samples as they are re-137

ceived. Consistent sampling allows time and frequency domain138

analysis. Previous research studies have demonstrated that hu-139

man movements can be modeled by signals at and below 18 Hz.140

Therefore, a sampling rate of 126 Hz was considered to be more141

than sufficient.142

Fig. 1. Belt-clip triaxial accelerometer.

Fig. 2. Gateway provided by AT&T Labs.

Fig. 3. Graphical depiction of experimental setup.

The belt-clip accelerometer, as shown in Fig. 1, utilizes 143

ZigBee protocol for wireless communication to the gateway. 144

The belt clip is supported by a rechargeable battery which lasts 145

a couple of days before requiring recharge. The belt-clip has a 146

battery indicator and is a preproduction prototype model to be 147

used for geriatric gait study in this research project. 148

B. AT&T Gateway 149

An AT&T supplied Actuarius gateway converts a message 150

received in ZigBee protocol to User Datagram Protocol (UDP). 151

ZigBee protocol is used by the accelerometers for sending the 152

data to the gateway. Once received by the gateway, the data 153

packets are sent to the server side processing unit utilizing UDP 154

protocol. The gateway is shown in Fig. 2. The complete system 155

implementation is shown in Fig. 3. 156

C. MATLAB 157

MATLAB was used to record and analyze the data on the 158

server. Each activity of each individual was recorded in a sep- 159

arate spreadsheet file and labeled so as to be used to calculate 160

training or test vectors later. 161
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Fig. 4. Positions of three belt-clip accelerometers for feature selection.

Algorithm development for the activity recognition system162

was done in two steps. The first step identifies and selects fea-163

tures that can reliably classify activities irrespective of where164

the belt-clip is worn on the waist. The second step was to train165

and test those features using two separate classifiers (k-NN and166

Naı̈ve Bayes) and evaluate the error estimates from data on more167

diverse subjects. The following sections explain the feature se-168

lection process followed by the activity recognition experiment169

and its results.170

III. FEATURE SELECTION171

A. Experimental Setup for Feature Selection172

Data were collected in an area that consisted of a room and a173

small corridor closely resembling an apartment/home or office174

setting. Data were collected on two young healthy subjects, one175

male and one female, aged 28 years with no walking impair-176

ment. Subjects were asked to wear three triaxial accelerome-177

ters at their waist at three different positions. All the belt-clip178

accelerometers were tested before the experiments (on turn-179

table/pendulum) for noise, repeatability and reproducibility to180

ensure the data from the three independent belt-clips are con-181

sistent. Positions of the triaxial accelerometers on the waist are182

shown in Fig. 4. This was done to ensure that the data for the183

same activity is simultaneously collected by three accelerom-184

eters having different orientation for their X and Z axes with185

respect to the human body. Therefore, if the set of final selected186

features are able to correctly identify activities from all three187

accelerometers independently, the accuracy of the features can188

be said to not depend on the location of the belt-clip around189

the waist. The design of the belt-clip accelerometer, when worn190

on belt at the waist, allows the Y -axis of the accelerometers191

to mostly align with the vertical direction (longitudinal axis)192

of human motion. Though there might be some minor tilt with193

respect to the Y -axis when a user wears it on his/her belt, the194

features selected are expected to be robust enough to accurately195

recognize the gait event.196

B. Data Setup and Feature Computation197

Two subjects were asked to perform six activities (includ-198

ing transitional events) namely walking, jumping, running, sit-199

to-stand/stand-to-sit, stand-to-kneel-to-stand, and being station-200

ary (sitting or standing at one place). Standing-to-kneeling-to-201

standing is to simulate the instances when a user is putting202

down or picking up an object from the ground. The two sub-203

TABLE I
INITIAL SET OF FEATURES FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION

jects performed all the daily living activities at comfortable, yet 204

varied speeds and manners such that a more diverse data can 205

be collected to select the best features possible. The accelera- 206

tion data signals are segmented into windows of 6 s each with 207

a 50% overlap between two consecutive windows. Therefore, 208

every decision made about the activity is for the duration of 209

the six seconds window. Previous literatures have utilized win- 210

dow sizes ranging from 2 s to 6.7 s for the purposes of activity 211

detection [4]–[27]. Since the transitional events have variable 212

completion/execution time, a longer window size (6 s) was cho- 213

sen such that even the slowest of the stand-to-kneel-to-stand 214

or stand-to-sit events performed in the experiments are com- 215

pletely contained in a window. Moreover, prior work published 216

in [4] has demonstrated success with 50% overlap in windows. It 217

should be noted that the stand-to-sit/sit-to-stand transitions and 218

standing-to-kneeling-to-standing events were not performed in 219

isolation. The user was also walking before or after performing 220

these tasks to simulate a more realistic scenario. Even though 221

the 6 s window that entirely contained the transitional event was 222

kept and labeled appropriately into sit-to-stand or standing-to- 223

kneeling-to-standing, there were instances when the window of 224

transitional event data contained some part due to walking, too. 225

A large set of features were calculated using the raw accel- 226

erations recorded during the activity. Some of these features 227

are previously shown to be effective for activity recognition in 228

the published literature. However, according to our best knowl- 229

edge, some of the unique features presented in this paper have 230

not been used previously for activity recognition using a triaxial 231

accelerometer. These features will be explained in more detail 232

in this paper, whereas references are provided for the more com- 233

monly used/cited features. A list of all the features is provided 234

in Table I. All the features were evaluated for the longitudinal 235

axis (Y –vertical), resultant acceleration (X−Y −Z), and for the 236

acceleration in horizontal (X−Z) plane. 237

The details of mean trend, windowed mean difference, vari- 238

ance trend, detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) coefficient, 239

and uncorrelated energy are given below. These newly evalu- 240

ated features were intuitively discovered and included since we 241

need a high accuracy for transitional events from activities like 242

walking and being stationary (sitting or standing). As mentioned 243

before, the 6 s sample of transitional event might contain some 244
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data corresponding to walking or being stationary that followed245

or preceded the transitional event. In such cases, energy, en-246

tropy, mean and variance of these samples were expected and247

observed to be closer to those of walking or being stationary.248

Therefore, following new features were developed which will249

break this 6-s data into smaller windows and analyze it to capture250

the transitions.251

1) Mean Trend and Windowed Mean Difference: The 6 s252

long acceleration series is further divided into 12 windows (0.5 s253

each) with no overlap. The mean of each of these 0.5 s windows254

is calculated and subtracted from the mean of the succeeding255

window. Therefore, a trend of mean (slope) for every half second256

is found for the entire 6 s window. The sum of absolute values257

of these slopes is calculated to be a feature called mean trend.258

μT =
12∑

i=2

(|μi − μi−1 |).

Also, the mean of each of these 0.5 s windows is subtracted259

from the overall mean of the 6 s data. The sum of absolute260

values of these distances is called the windowed mean difference261

feature262

μD =
12∑

i=1

(|μ − μi |).

2) Variance Trend and Windowed Variance Difference:263

Variance trend and windowed variance difference is computed264

similarly to the mean trend and windowed mean difference,265

except variance is calculated instead of mean for each of the266

windows267

σT 2 =
12∑

i=2

( ∣∣σ2
i − σ2

i−1

∣∣ )

268

σD2 =
12∑

i=1

(∣∣σ2 − σ2
i

∣∣) .

3) DFA Coefficient: DFAs [31] provide us with a method-269

ology to examine long-range correlation of a time series data.270

While DFA does not account for spurious correlations intro-271

duced by external nonstationary trends, it investigates fluctu-272

ations from the linear local trends. DFA leads to the value of273

alpha (α) that can be used to examine the relationship between274

the amount of fluctuations in a subset of a time series to the275

length of the subset [26]. An uncorrelated time series such as276

white noise will have a value of 0.5 for the alpha. An alpha277

value of less than 0.5 indicates that the fluctuations in one direc-278

tion are likely to be followed by the fluctuations in the opposite279

direction. An alpha value more than 0.5 reflects self-similarity280

such that the fluctuations at one time scale are similar to the281

fluctuations at the other time scale.282

To perform DFA and compute the scaling exponent α of283

a time series given by x(i) (where i = 1, 2, . . . , N ), the time284

series should first be integrated [32]285

y (k) =
k∑

i=1

x (i) − x̄, k = 1, 2, . . . , N.

Once the integrated time series y(k) is evaluated, it is divided 286

it into N /n boxes of equal length (n) with no overlap. Then, a 287

best-fit local trend yn is fitted onto the each box. Calculate the 288

average fluctuations F (n) by the following equation: 289

F (n) =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑

i=1

[y (i) − yn (i)]2 .

The same procedure is repeated for different box sizes and 290

the average fluctuations F (nm ) as per different scales is eval- 291

uated. As deviations becomes larger with the time scale, F (n) 292

is expected to increase with the increase of box sizes n. After 293

plotting log F (ni) with respect to log ni , the value of α can be 294

estimated by the slope of the least squares fitted line [32]. 295

4) X−Z Energy Uncorrelated: Energy of X- and Z-axis 296

accelerations (Ex and Ez ) are calculated and added together. 297

Cross-correlation factor (rxz ) is calculated between the X- and 298

Z-axis acceleration series. Then, X–Z energy uncorrelated is 299

found, shown as follows: 300

EUxz = 2 ∗ (Ex + Ez ) − rxz ∗ (Ex + Ez ).

5) Maximum Difference Acceleration: Difference between 301

maximum and minimum acceleration experienced on each axis 302

(dx, dy, and dz) during the 6 s window is calculated [10]. Dif- Q2303

ference acceleration for the Y –axis (dAy = dy) is considered 304

as one feature. The other features are simply calculated for the 305

X–Z plane and the X−Y −Z space as [10] 306

dAx,z =
√

(dx2 + dz2) and
dAx,y ,z =

√
(dx2 + dy2 + dz2).

C. Feature Selection 307

A total of 31 features were computed for the 6 s win- 308

dow of data from each triaxial accelerometer. Two people 309

performed all six activities of walking, running, jumping, 310

standing-to-kneeling-to-standing, sitting-to-standing/standing- 311

to-sitting, and being stationary (sitting/standing). Since tran- 312

sitional activities, standing-to-kneeling-to-standing and sitting- 313

to-standing/standing-to-sitting, are single events rather than 314

continuously performed activities, the number of samples for 315

these two gait events is lower than the other four activities. 316

Feature selection was performed in filter-based approach using 317

Relief-F [28], [33], and Wrapper-based approach using a vari- 318

ant of sequential forward floating search (SFFS) [34]. k-NN 319

(10 neighbors) and Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers were utilized for 320

error estimation. Moreover, since different features are on dif- 321

ferent scales, all the features were normalized to obtain best 322

results for k-NN. This ensures equal weight to all the potential 323

features, while using k-NN classifier. 324

1) Filter-Based Feature Selection Using Relief-F: Kira and 325

Rendell [28] came up with a Relief algorithm in 1992 for a gen- 326

eral problem with a high number of features. Kononenko [33] 327

improved the basic Relief algorithm, into Relief-F, by improv- 328

ing noise immunity and introducing support for multi-class 329

problems. The Relief and Relief-F algorithms use a statistical 330

approach rather than heuristic search for finding the feature 331

subset. Relief-F provides a relevance weight to each of the 332
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TABLE II
RESULTS FROM FEATURE SELECTION USING RELIEF-F

potential feature and the ones above a set relevance threshold333

are selected.334

In our approach, we determined the threshold as the num-335

ber of features that provide best resubstitution accuracy with336

the classifiers. For evaluating resubstitution accuracy, the same337

dataset is used for training and testing purposes. The features338

were sorted according to their relevance in decreasing order.339

The most relevant feature was first added and resubstitution er-340

ror on the given data-set was found using k-NN and Naı̈ve Bayes341

classifiers. Then, the next relevant features were added one by342

one and resubstitution error was calculated each time until all343

the 31 features were added. Now, the least number of features344

that provided minimum resubstitution errors were selected. The345

minimum resubstitution error and number of features selected346

for each of k-NN and Naı̈ve Bayes classifier using Relief-F is347

shown in Table II. The errors are out of 1740 samples calculated348

for the two subjects.349

2) Wrapper-Based Feature Selection Using SFFS: The350

Wrapper-based approach for feature selection has certain ad-351

vantages and disadvantages over the filter-based approach. The352

filtering methodology is based on data processing and data fil-353

tering and does not use a particular classification approach as354

a standard. Therefore, they are more generalized features and355

can be implemented using any of the classification systems.356

However, the Wrapper approach uses a classification scheme as357

a wrapper around which the whole feature selection is carried358

out. The features that provide high accuracy when included in359

the learning scheme of the wrapper are picked in the subset.360

Though they have poor generalization across different learn-361

ing methods and are computationally expensive, they tend to362

provide higher accuracy than the filter-based approaches.363

Our implementation of SFFS approach starts with an empty364

set for the desired selected features “X.” The features are to be365

selected from a larger set of features “S.” Let’s say the most366

significant feature in S, with respect to X, is the one which367

provides the least resubstitution error when included in the X.368

At each iteration, the most significant feature in S is included369

into X if its inclusion does not increase the resubstitution error.370

Similarly, the least significant feature in X is found and removed371

if its exclusion helps improve the accuracy. Moreover, if there372

is a tie between two or more features to be the most significant373

feature in S, the one having higher weight from Relief-F is se-374

lected. Also, since special conditions are required to prevent the375

SFFS algorithm from getting into an infinite loop, resubstitu-376

tion error and the new set of X after each iteration was verified.377

If the error became zero, the desired X has been selected and,378

therefore, the program can safely be terminated. However, if379

the error is not zero, but the set X before and after iteration is380

equal, the program has reached its limit for the dataset and the381

resulted X can be assumed to be the most optimum set for the382

TABLE III
RESULTS FROM FEATURE SELECTION USING SFFS

TABLE IV
FINAL FEATURES SELECTED FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION USING SFFS

given implementation. Therefore, this is the final selected set of 383

features and the program should be safely terminated. 384

Our SFFS implementation was carried out twice using Naı̈ve 385

Bayes and k-NN, respectively. The minimum resubstitution er- 386

ror and number of features selected for each of k-NN and Naı̈ve 387

Bayes classifier using SFFS is shown in Table III. 388

Clearly, SFFS provided much better estimates for resubsti- 389

tution error at less than half the number of features as com- 390

pared to Relief-F-based filtering. Even though k-NN performed 391

marginally better than the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, the perfor- 392

mance of the two classifiers is considered to be equal and, there- 393

fore, both the classifiers are evaluated for activity recognition in 394

multiple subjects using their correspondingly selected features. 395

The features selected by SFFS for NB and k-NN are given in 396

Table IV. 397

It is interesting to note that the mean trend, windowed mean 398

difference, and DFA coefficients for one or more axis were 399

included as relevant features by both the classifiers. The prefer- 400

ence in inclusion of these features over overall mean and energy 401

proved that our hypothesis for further breaking the windows is 402

justified. 403

IV. ACTIVITY RECOGNITION 404

Once the feature set and classifier is known for a classification 405

problem, the system requires training and a testing dataset for 406

evaluating the efficacy of features in a more practical scenario. 407

The feature validation and, therefore, activity recognition was 408

performed on data from seven subjects. 409

A. Experimental Setup for Activity Recognition 410

Data were collected in the same area where data were col- 411

lected on the two subjects for the feature selection process. Data 412

were collected on seven young healthy subjects, including the 413

two previously recruited subjects, between 22 and 28 years of 414

age with no walking impairment. Subjects were asked to wear 415

the triaxial accelerometer at their waist. No specific instructions 416

were given about how to wear the accelerometer and where ex- 417

actly around the waist it should be worn. Each subject was asked 418

to perform the six previously mentioned activities. All individ- 419

uals conducted these activities in their own preferred speed for 420

about 2–3 min each. 421

Different individuals wore the accelerometer on different po- 422

sitions around the waist. It was also interesting to note during 423
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TABLE V
ACCURACY IN CLASSIFICATION FOR INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES

TABLE VI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION USING NB

the experiment that the left handed individuals (2 out of 7) wore424

the sensor on the left side of the waist whereas right handed in-425

dividuals wore it on the right side. Though this behavior might426

not be true for the entire left-handed and right-handed popu-427

lation, we expect our algorithm to eliminate any errors due to428

difference in positions of accelerometer around the waist and,429

therefore, reduce the training and efforts of the real subjects.430

B. Feature Computation and Activity Classification431

Hereby, all the feature vectors are calculated separately for432

NB classifier and k-NN classifier. Since data were collected on433

seven individuals, the leave-one-person-out (LOO) strategy was434

used to train and classify the daily living activities. Therefore,435

data collected on six individuals was used to train the system436

and then the system was tested by classifying the data of the437

seventh individual accordingly. This was repeated seven times438

until data from all the individuals was classified.439

V. RESULTS440

The results from the activity recognition on seven subjects441

showed high accuracy for all the activities. Samples or feature442

vectors computed on seven subjects totaled to be 2026. The443

overall accuracy of the system was about 98% from both the444

classifiers. The result for each individual activity using the LOO445

error estimation is provided in Table V for both the classifiers.446

Classification results showed accuracy of more than 95% for all447

the activities.448

Tables VI and VII show the confusion matrix of activity clas-449

sification using k-NN and Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers, respectively.450

The system showed excellent classification results for all of the451

activities considered in this experiment. As per the confusion452

matrix, there were misclassifications of jumping into running,453

and vice versa, for both the classifiers. The system misclassified454

TABLE VII
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION USING k-NN

(10 NEIGHBORS)

four samples each from transitional events, and stand-to-kneel- 455

to-stand into walking for the k-NN classifier. The reason for this 456

is due to the fact that these events were not performed in isola- 457

tion but added with walking as explained in Section III. Since 458

the window size is fixed at 6 s, the windows of the transitional 459

gait event also contained the walking movement of the subject 460

prior to or after the transition is over. Therefore, at times when 461

the transition is completed very quickly, there is a good portion 462

of the windowed data that includes data from walking. Even 463

though the new features performed well in classifying them 464

correctly, 3%–4% samples were still misclassified. 465

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 466

Even though the activities were performed by different in- 467

dividuals at different speed and style, it was observed that the 468

system can classify different activities with high accuracy. The 469

system, thus, provides a foundation towards a more robust sys- 470

tem that will require minimum training of the users and provide 471

least errors due to orientation and positioning offsets. The over- 472

all accuracy of the system is 98%; however, the future work 473

requires testing on more subjects. 474

Moreover, both the classifiers, k-NN classifier (10 neighbors) 475

and Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, provided high accuracy and com- 476

parable results for their respective feature sets. It was shown 477

that different classifiers work better with different features for 478

activity recognition and, therefore, wrapper-based feature selec- 479

tion might provide better results than the filter-based approach. 480

Though there are some commonly used features for activity 481

classification using accelerometers in previously published lit- 482

erature, this paper introduces more features that are shown to 483

be relevant for the activity recognition. Mean trend, windowed 484

mean difference, energy uncorrelated, and DFA are introduced 485

as features showing good results for activity classification. These 486

features were chosen ahead of other popular features, energy and 487

mean, by feature selection algorithms. 488

The system showed excellent results in LOO test scenario 489

for seven different young healthy subjects performing activities 490

in their own preferred manner. However, it will be interesting 491

to analyze results on more diverse population. Furthermore, 492

the system can be utilized to perform further investigations in 493

the differences in ADL between elderly and young subjects or 494

people with different weights. It is likely that different training 495

sets are required for people in different age groups or weight 496

groups. Moreover, since the feature vectors and classifiers are 497
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known, it will be an interesting exercise to evaluate if 6 s (and498

50% overlap) is an optimum window length or if the results499

for transitional events can be improved, without compromising500

accuracy of other activities, by reducing the size of the window.501

The system can also be used in monitoring elderly people.502

This may help to better understand the events prior to the falling503

cases when the elderly fell while unattended. It may also help504

relate the falls in the elderly people to the amount of activi-505

ties performed by them on a daily basis. Furthermore, it might506

help quantify the amount of activities that are required by an507

individual to reduce the chances of falling.508
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